Mr. Ries, in his book, Epicsave, confirms that 14 new churches have been opened in Baghdad alone, with dozens more in Kurdistan — some with 300 to 800 members! Also, more than one million Bibles shipped into the country in recent years have not even come close to the demand. Praise reports that Iraqis are snatching them up so fast they constantly need more Bibles! Glorify be to our God most High!

“Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth: for I am God, and there is none else.” Isa. 45:22

On to Egypt: Some reports say that at least one million Egyptians have turned to Christ in recent years. The Egyptian Bible Society told Mr. Rosenberg that they used to sell about 3,000 copies a year of the JEUS film back in the 1990s. But, in recent years they sold 600,000 copies, plus 750,000 copies of the Bible on tape in the Arabic language and about half a million copies of the Arabic New Testament! Isa and I had the privilege of visiting the largest Christian church in the entire Middle East a few years ago. They must in an enormous natural cave on the edge of Cairo. The leaders told us that ten to fifteen thousand believers meet for worship there every week. One year, more than 20,000 met for a Middle East prayer and Bible conference!

Yes, dear partners, we really are winning. Those little dishes we are giving away are bearing precious fruit! We will keep on giving until Jesus comes — amen!

On to Afghanistan: Mr. Rosenberg’s press release reports that there were only 17 converts to Christ before 1989. Curt shared with host Perry’s coming to Christ in 1989. TBN was instrumental in Curt Landry’s coming to Christ in 1989. Curt shared with host Penny how about the work he is now involved in with Israel and worldwide at CBG of House of David Ministries in Fairland, OK.
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Here at TBN we are receiving reports from converts even triple! Numbers are a few years old. Today, many say with Christian added, "a tragedy has happened." Christianity?" The cleric confirmed, "Every year," and then me clarify. Do we have 6 million converting from Islam to Christianity?" The cleric went on to satellite television to confirm that, sure enough, Muslims leading Saudi cleric appeared on a live interview on Aljazeera Again, quoting from Mr. Rosenberg’s press release: "A of whom meet in underground house churches.

Iran: President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vows to wipe the horrible tragedy of September 11, 2001, but now more than 5 million have turned to Christ in the past decade. Bible buckle up for a fast recount:

destined from cover…

Do not hallucinate.

Matt and Laurie represented TBN at a gathering at Asia Conference 2010 in Singapore. They interviewed pastors from all over Asia who shared how TBN is affecting their lives and impacting their churches.

Matt and Laurie spoke with Pastor David Yonggi Cho, pastor of the world's largest Protestant church, the 32,000 member In Seoul, South Korea—the world's largest Protestant church, the 32,000 member founded/senior pastor of the
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Carmon brought the house down with his dynamic music ministry!

BEHIND THE SCENES

Asia Conference 2010

Matt and Laurie got the audience along with Pastor Joseph Zee, who teaches TBN’s worldwide through his TV program, Eternal Joy.

Matt and Laurie pictured with the U.S. Army Chaplain Jonathan Embleton share about the impact does to minister to the spiritual needs of the men and women serving in the armed forces.

By Jan 31, 2010

Matt and Laurie at Unlocking the mysteries of God's will for your children’s future. A valuable lesson on how God is using TBN’s programs to teach lives in that part of the world.

The precious presence of the Holy Spirit filled the studio as Phil Yeung and the HLE singers ministered.

Fast forward, now, to 2010: A Christian brother recently told us he has been affected by the tremendous power and the HLE singers ministered.

In the last days I will pour out my spirit on all flesh; your sons and daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions, in those days will I pour out my spirit. Joel 2:28-29

Yes, my precious partners, we are seeing and are a glorious part of that great final harvest of souls. Together we are telling the GOOD NEWS — ‘That they may know from the rising of the sun, and from the west, there is none beside me. I am the LORD, and there is none else.’" Joel 4:6
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Matt and Laurie at Arizona Conference 2010, head of the TBN’s South Pacific outreach was spotlighted in ‘s interview with (Major) Jonathan Etterbeek, U.S. Army Chaplain

Matt and Laurie pictured with the Beautiful Silver Cross with Stone from Mt. Calvary—ours and His! Of August only. Wear it and show it with love and faith. This special treasure is yours from TBN and the Holy Land Experience. And then offered to our partners as a love gift. The love gifts offered are not for sale. Please do not ask for more than one love gift.

A limited quantity of love gifts is ordered each month. If we run out of the gift, a substitute will be sent in its place. The love gifts offered are not for sale. Please do not ask for more than one love gift.

The precious presence of the Holy Spirit filled the studio as Phil Yeung and the HLE singers ministered.

For more information about the Holy Land Experience, go to www.holylandexperience.com.
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